E Serve No. 23 of 2017 March 06, 2017

Sub : Fabric Inquiry from Nicaragua

Dear Member,

The Council received following trade inquiry for supply of fabrics to Nicaragua:

Contact details:
Eng. Silvio Ortiz
Cel: +505-86114942
Skype: sortiz12, Whatsapp 0050586114942, 0050587863789
zitrocialttda@aol.com
Nicaragua

Interested in:

Looking for good quality at cheaper prices.

1. Hosiery Fabric 100% Conbed Cotton Single Jersey 130, 150, 180 & 220 grms only white color (One Container).
2. Pique Hosiery Fabric 100% Cotton 150, 180 gsm
3. Rib Hosiery.
4. Woven Fabric 100% Cotton 130, 150, 180 & 220 grms. Various Color that you have available. (One Container)

- Denim Jeans Fabrics yarn count range of 10s, 12s, 16s (Various Color Available in One Container)
Poly Denim yarn count range of 10s, 12s, 16s (Various Color Available in One Container)

Silky Denim yarn count range of 10s, 12s, 16s (Various color Available in One Container)

- Normal indigo blue
- Deep dark blue

Members interested in supplying above products may verify credibility of the importer on their own interest.

Regards,

N. Ravindranathan
Director

TEXPROCIL